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QUESTION 1

Where are the SAML configuration settings specified? 

A. idp.xml 

B. IdP Catalog 

C. metadata.xml file 

D. IdP Configuration document in the IdP Catalog 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Mary is the IBM Domino administrator and needs to deploy an agent she has written. Mary\\'s agent reads and writes
data directly to the file system, is scheduled to run on server daily, and is signed by Mary\\'s IBM Notes ID. What does
Mary need to update to ensure the agent runs correctly? 

A. the agent Security setting "Runtime Security Level" to "2. Allow restricted operations" 

B. the Execution Control List (ECL) on each workstation to trust Mary\\'s hierarchical name 

C. the access control list of the database hosting the agent to include her hierarchical name as Manager 

D. the Server document field "Sign or run unrestricted methods and operations" with Mary\\'s hierarchical name 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What benefit does using a working set in the IBM Domino Designer client allow? 

A. In order to work on an application in the Domino Designer client, it must be in a working set. 

B. It allows source control functionality to automatically track any changes to the databases in the working set. 

C. It will prevent other designers from modifying applications while a developer is working with them in a working set. 

D. It allows a designer to group all databases that are part of a project together so only they are showing in the
Application Navigator. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

How would a developer use an existing script library containing Java code used in a Java agent? 

A. Add the name of the agent to the UsedBy field on the design tab of the script library. 

B. Create a new Java class in the agent that has the same name as the desired library. 

C. Edit the Java project for the agent and use the import button to choose the desired library. 

D. There is no such thing as a script library for Java. Script libraries are used for IBM LotusScript and JavaScript only. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Mary has written an agent which is not thread safe. In which two run contexts can Mary safely run this agent? (Choose
two.) 

A. from an IBM Notes client 

B. scheduled to run on server 

C. called via a DIIOP application 

D. called via OpenAgent from a browser 

E. from a Notes client where the agent uses RUNONSERVER 

Correct Answer: AB 
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